**OPEN CHECK-IN**
- In order to practice good social distancing, we must adhere to the check in schedule above. If you are unable to, you can check in during our open check in, **Sunday, August 16th, from 9 am-5 pm**. Please note that a reduced number of staff will be available to assist you during open check in.

**ARRIVALS**
- Residents will check in at the Eagles’ Landing. Only the resident will be permitted inside of Eagles’ Landing and **must have their Eagle ID** to check in.

**IMPORTANT**
- To minimize crowds, **residents can bring no more than two people to assist with their move-in**. For health and safety reasons, students should not bring helpers that are immuno-compromised or ill.
- OHRL expects residents and their assistants to **follow CDC guidelines**, including bringing and wearing masks, practicing social distancing and frequently washing their hands, when in the buildings.